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WHAT IS OFFGRID SESSIONS?
48 hours on an island, 300 people, 13 speakers, talks, 
workshops, discussions, food, music, fires and big 
skies. Being with people you know, listening to people 
you don’t.

An antidote to the usual echo chamber of conferences 
and ‘industry panels’, OffGrid is an event that 
brings together people working in creative, media, 
marketing and technology. It’s about finding fresh 
perspectives. Hearing from people outside our usual 
world; Economists, designers, artists, philosophers, 
entrepreneurs, psychologists, makers and adventurers. 
People who are passionate about what they do and the 
ideas they have.

WHEN & WHERE?
Monday 22nd - Wednesday 24th July 2019.  It’s held  
on the beautiful and wild Osea Island (CM9 8UH),  
a private 360 acre island in Essex, 54 miles from 
London, away from it all, which, for 48 hours, is  
just for us.

WHO GOES?
The curious, interested and interesting. People looking 
for a fresh perspective, who want to be exposed to 
new ideas to apply back to their job. 

Some come with work colleagues, their planning team, 
their customers or just on their own.

The most common job titles are Strategy / Planning  / 
Marketing Director. We also had traders, MDs, techs, 
industrial designers and commercial teams.  (See the 
2018 delegate list for full breakdown).

WHAT ARE THE DETAILS?
Tickets start from £1,150 excl. VAT and cover 
everything across the 48 hours. Accommodation-wise, 
we have 2 grand ‘manor’ houses, 7 apartments and 11 
cottages.  You can take a house as a group, share with 
others or join our ever-growing ‘Yurt City’. 

DO I NEED TO BRING ANYTHING?
Not really.  All food & drink is included. Perhaps yoga 
gear, running shoes, a good pen & a nice notepad?

HOW DO I GET THERE?
DRIVE:  You can drive on & off of the island when tides 
allow.  From London it takes under 2 hours. 

TRAIN: Liverpool Street to Witham station takes 
45mins.  We have buses which pick up/ drop off from 
the station.

FIND OUT MORE OR BUY TICKETS
Contact Jeremy on 07990 542 795 or on  
Jeremy@offgridsessions.com

Aimi on 07969 803 450 or Aimi@offgridsessions.com
“I thoroughly enjoyed all of OffGrid. It was thought 
provoking on the future of media, on change 
management, on the need to hear/see others points 
of view, through to some amazing product designers 
& technologists who I’d considering approaching in 
the future, and the chance to meet some cult brands I 
respect”.

- Dominic McNeill, Global Marketing Director  
Nando’s Grocery



 “Best conference I’ve been to, totally different from anything else in market”.  
- Martin Galvin, Trading director, Group M

“The talks were of a really high standard - you just don’t get 
that calibre of speaker at your average conference. Then you 
throw in the location, the relaxed pacing of it, the people 
you meet and the general vibe. Truly excellent. Thank you 
OffGrid team I had a ball!” 

- David Wilding, Director of Planning, Twitter UK

“It was hands down the best thing I’ve ever 
been too”. 

- Jed Hallam, CSO, Initiative UK

“Best Monday Ever”!  

- Hans Helbig, Global Head of Digital 
Marketing - Reckitt Benckiser

WHAT PEOPLE SAID

“OffGrid delivers a brilliant combination of inspiration, 
expansive thinking and unique perspectives. It does all of 
this in a fun, relaxed and warm environment where you learn 
more and come back feeling better about yourself. What 
could be better.”  

- Clare Peters,  Executive Director, Head of Planning 
Manning Gottlieb OMD

“OffGrid provides a unique learning and 
development experience for thinkers in our 
industry. Where else could you be engaging 
with world famous authors, technologists 
and artists on a private island? OffGrid 
is a fast becoming the new gold standard 
for conferences and events - constantly 
boundary pushing, constantly inspiring 
and constantly fun. I would recommend it 
without reservation.” 

Amelia Torode, Fawnbrake Collective

“It’s about time for something different and OffGrid is it. 
Cleverly curated, thoughtfully organised, pleasantly distant, 
it’s a welcome chance to think and learn.”

 - Russell Davies


